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Dear Friend,

When presented with an extraordinary opportunity to change our country,
you take extraordinary measures. You have done so much for so many
others as part of the incredible johnkerry.com community.

This week, John and I teamed up to donate an additional $1 million to the
Democratic Senate Campaign Committee (DSCC) and the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC), the official party committees
working to elect our House and Senate candidates and to regain control of
both houses of Congress for our party.

Today, we're launching a special Down-to-the-Wire Campaign to raise an
immediate $500,000 for the two organizations marshalling our Party's
resources in the final ten days of this campaign.

We urge you to participate right now.

Make a Down-to-the-Wire Donation Now!

Right now, leaders at the DSCC and the DCCC are talking to all the campaigns on the ground and working on the final push
for Election Day victory. They are studying the states and congressional districts where your dollars can make the biggest
difference and put our candidates over the top. When opportunity strikes in these final days, these are the only organizations
able to instantly funnel money to your candidates who need it most.

In recent days, the johnkerry.com community has poured nearly $1 million into four crucial Senate races. As
impressive as that is, you can't let up -- not when we're this close to winning victories that can mean so much to our nation.

Remember what winning these elections will mean. We can finally raise the minimum wage that Republicans have blocked
for so long. We can take a giant step toward bringing decent, affordable health care to all Americans. We can end the
rubber-stamping of Bush policies that defy common sense and deny our basic values.

We can finally -- and decisively -- force an end to the Bush administration's failed policy of "stay the course" in Iraq.

Make a Down-to-the-Wire Donation Now!

All that and more is on the line in these last ten days. If we pull out all the stops, we can win a great victory.

Please act immediately by rushing your down-to-the-wire donation to the DSCC and the DCCC as they make the all-
important final decisions about where to use our Party's resources to win on November 7.

Yours for a Democratic Senate and House of Representatives,

Ted Kennedy
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The contribution limit from individuals to the DSCC and the DCCC is $26,700 per year to each organization.
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